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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies enable voice assistants (VA) such as Amazon Alexa and Alibaba Genie to perform activities that resemble cognitive functions associated with the human mind (Norvig, 2011). While performing complex tasks with consumers, VAs become more human-like exchange partners. As these AI-enabled devices learn consumer preferences and habits, they introduce biases and heuristics likely to affect individual and collective shopping behavior while posing new opportunities and threats for managers. Why should managers monitor the rapid diffusion of this novel ‘social media’ platform? What are the anticipated consequences for brands in the shopping context? This interpretative study uses in-depth interviews with elite informants (N = 31) to address these questions. Executives and experts predict that VAs assume a central relational role in the consumer market and progressively mediate market interactions. Simultaneously, they expect VA’s intrinsic social nature to influence consumption decisions increasingly. These fast-changing market dynamics within the context of voice commerce may have severe consequences for consumer brands. The main identified threats for managers and their implications are discussed.
Introduction

The prolific environment for AI-based devices is expected to develop at an exponential rate while altering consumer decision-making and posing new challenges for managers (Davenport et al., 2020). AI enables, among others, VAs to systematically collect consumer information, identify patterns, and predict future behaviors (Mari et al., 2020). The physical placement of these devices at the core of consumers’ domestic life allows for repeated, ongoing interactions that fulfill functional and social needs (Ammari et al., 2019; McLean et al., 2021). As such, VAs are expected to become a social media hub influencing individual and collective shopping decisions.

Due to rapid adoption and disruptive potential in buying dynamics, VAs are considered a transformative consumer media in academic (Dellaert et al., 2020), business (Dawar & Bendle, 2018), and industry (eMarketer, 2019) research. However, little is known about managers’ perceptions of how AI-based VAs can alter consumer judgment and behavior toward brands during shopping practices (Mari & Algesheimer, 2021a). It is unclear ‘when’ voice assistants are capable of gaining trust and ‘how’ the development of such a trusted relationship affects decisions. This research explores the effect of trusting beliefs towards voice assistants on decision satisfaction through the indirect effect of consideration set size (n. of options. Although exemplary research on media management and innovation offer insights that are likely transferable to voice assistants, the peculiarities of this technology require new theories that are not yet fully developed (Kumar et al., 2016). This study adopts a managerial perspective to shed light on the potential impact that the diffusion of shopping-related VAs has on consumer brands. The first section provides a review of the most relevant literature. Next, the conceptualization of the dual media role of VAs (agentic and mediator) is discussed before outlining the anticipated consequences for consumer brands.

Artificial Intelligence-based Voice Assistants as Social Media

Defined as ‘voice-based interfaces that can actively guide consumer decisions on the basis of artificial intelligence’ (Dellaert et al., 2020, p.2), VAs can naturally converse with users, contextually elaborate requests, and dynamically increase their knowledge while learning from mistakes (Mari & Algesheimer, 2021b). AI-based VAs leverage advanced AI techniques, such as automatic speech recognition and natural language understanding, to engage in dialogues with an individual through human language. These smart devices operate as a personal concierge or shopper while executing a large variety of user requests in real-time (Hoy, 2018; Lee & Choi, 2017). During interactions with consumers, VAs can process (and store) a considerable amount of input data and thus incrementally understand its consumers and context. In particular, VAs provide adaptive responses by processing contextual clues, such as the user’s identity and the device’s
location, while learning to correct unsatisfactory interactions shortly after they occur (Huang & Rust, 2018; Knote et al., 2019; Sarikaya, 2017) constituting a major source of innovation, yet threatening human jobs. We develop a theory of AI job replacement to address this double-edged impact. The theory specifies four intelligences required for service tasks—mechanical, analytical, intuitive, and empathetic—and lays out the way firms should decide between humans and machines for accomplishing those tasks. AI is developing in a predictable order, with mechanical mostly preceding analytical, analytical mostly preceding intuitive, and intuitive mostly preceding empathetic intelligence. The theory asserts that AI job replacement occurs fundamentally at the task level, rather than the job level, and for “lower” (easier for AI. A clearer picture of the interlocutors - individuals and other smart objects - increases a VA’s ability to individualize, personalize, and contextualize voice-based requests. While proactively learning consumer preferences and habits, VAs improve predictive accuracy and increasingly exhibit independent behavior (Rahwan et al., 2019). As such, they are set to influence consumer decision-making in new ways (Schmitt, 2019). The Industrial Revolution and subsequent technology-driven economic transformations have radically changed how people live and work, and how consumers buy and use goods and services. We are now in the midst of another major technological transformation—the digital revolution. In Being Digital, Nicholas Negroponte, the visionary founder of the MIT Media Lab, used the metaphor of a shift “from atoms to bits” to characterize digitization (Negroponte 1995).

While performing complex tasks for and with consumers, VAs are also becoming more human-like exchange partners. The relationship between humans and VAs is fundamentally social because it activates emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions that are usually found in human-to-human relationships (Reeves & Nass, 1996). The field of human-machine interaction (HCI) largely accepts that people treat technological artifacts not only as a medium but also as a social actor (Chéris, 2019; Nass & Moon, 2000; Wang et al., 2007). Per the ‘computers are social actors’ paradigm, individuals mindlessly attribute human-like characteristics to agents, such as VAs, and apply human attributes (e.g., personality traits, stereotypes, and norms) when interacting with them (Reeves & Nass, 1996). When an artificial agent is considered capable of agentic communication, the consumer’s sense of human warmth and sociability (called social presence) increases (Gefen & Straub, 2004, Short et al., 1976). In an online shopping context, conversational agents can induce social presence with a strong positive effect on the user’s trusting beliefs, satisfaction and ultimately willingness to accept product recommendations (Holzwarth et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2016; Qiu & Benbasat, 2009).

Social response theory postulates that individuals tend to consider a social entity an agent if it possesses even minimal indices of similarity with humans and shows scarce automation capabilities (Nass & Steuer, 1993). However, social responses appear to be more assertive when anthropomorphized agents display human traits and characteristics, such as facial expressions, body gestures, or a voice (Araujo,
Humanizing Voice Assistants

Voice assistants are ‘always on’ devices that can process (or even automate) tasks with a simple voice command and without the user having to provide repetitive personal information such as address or credit card details. Different from other digital platforms, VAs do not favor multitasking activities as they are designed to process one request at a time and on a turn-by-turn basis. Also, as the interaction is limited to auditory cues, information is delivered sequentially with a higher mnemonic effort. Such characteristics unique to VAs require a new set of interaction rules modeled after the active (and proactive) nature of these AI-enabled devices (Schmitt, 2019). The Industrial Revolution and subsequent technology-driven economic transformations have radically changed how people live and work, and how consumers buy and use goods and services. We are now in the midst of another major technological transformation—the digital revolution. In Being Digital, Nicholas Negroponte, the visionary founder of the MIT Media Lab, used the metaphor of a shift “from atoms to bits” to characterize digitization (Negroponte 1995).

In the context of VAs and beyond, AI is rapidly evolving from pure mechanical capabilities to analytical capabilities based on intuition, with the next frontier represented by empathetic capabilities, essential to explore and understand human emotions (Huang & Rust, 2018) constituting a major source of innovation, yet threatening human jobs. We
develop a theory of AI job replacement to address this double-edged impact. The theory specifies four intelligences required for service tasks—mechanical, analytical, intuitive, and empathetic—and lays out the way firms should decide between humans and machines for accomplishing those tasks. AI is developing in a predictable order, with mechanical mostly preceding analytical, analytical mostly preceding intuitive, and intuitive mostly preceding empathetic intelligence. The theory asserts that AI job replacement occurs fundamentally at the task level, rather than the job level, and for "lower" (easier for AI. Thanks to AI advancements, human–VA interaction will increasingly resemble the human-to-human relationship. Voice assistant manufacturers have recently put in place a series of activities to maximize the realism of voice-based conversations. For instance, Google’s team has launched ‘Duplex’, an automated voice assistant capable of generating realistic speech almost indistinguishable from a human voice, posing critical ethical questions on the bot’s self-disclosure strategies (Ishowo-Oloko et al., 2019). At the same time, Amazon launched the Alexa Prize, a global competition for university students focused on creating a ‘social bot’ that converses coherently and engagingly with humans on popular topics such as sports, politics, and entertainment (Ram et al., 2018).

Built to mimic natural human-to-human interactions, Amazon’s text-to-speech technology enables owners of third-party applications to create speech that sounds more natural and intuitive. For instance, Alexa can respond in a happy/excited tone when a customer answers a trivia question correctly or in a disappointed/empathetic tone when the answer is wrong. Internal Amazon studies reported an overall satisfaction increase with the voice experience by 30% when Alexa responded with emotions (Gao, 2019). Additionally, Alexa can be coded to respond in a speaking style that is more suited for a specific type of content, such as news and music. By changing characteristics of speech such as intonation, pauses and emphasis on keywords, Matthew, Joanna, and Lupe voices – the available personas – can either sound similar to a TV news anchor, or less formal, like a friend. In internal ‘blind listening’ tests, Amazon reported that the styles were perceived up to 84% more natural than Alexa’s standard voice (Gao, 2020). Furthermore, the latest Alexa speech capabilities allow developers to mix multiple voices with sound effects (e.g., fading in and out) and other audio clips to create a more natural-sounding experience (Gao, 2020). The ability of VAs to display emotions through voice and engage in casual jokes makes them pleasant conversational partners (Han & Yang, 2018). As captured in the developments above, the importance of realism maximization resides in greater user satisfaction (Von Der Pütten et al., 2010). Anthropomorphic cues and AI technologies may jointly contribute to strengthening the feeling of social presence with an effect on the perceived credibility and competence of voice assistants. With the distinction between humans and machines becoming increasingly blurred, AI-based VAs are expected to substan-
tially alter the decision-making process throughout the entire consumer journey, from product search to repurchase (e.g., Mandelli, 2018).

**Interactional Characteristics of Shopping-related Voice Assistants**

In contrast to traditional media, voice touchpoints emphasize a bidirectional interaction with consumers. VAs are designed to process one request at a time and on a turn-by-turn basis to decrease the speech recognition error rate coming from a possible voice overlap (Hansen, 1996). Several causes for recognition performance degradation are explored. It is suggested that recent studies based on a Source Generator Framework can provide a viable foundation in which to establish robust speech recognition techniques. This research encompasses three inter-related issues: (i) This style of interaction represents a radical difference compared to sensorially richer devices like computers or smartphones, which present multiple pieces of information on a screen concurrently. As such, voice channels present both challenges and opportunities for the diffusion of commerce practices.

On the positive side, e-commerce has paved the way for voice shopping (Labecki et al., 2018). With the rise of the Internet, users have learned to deal with a combination of social, cultural, economic, and technical barriers. In doing so, they overcame the initial diffidence of buying without directly seeing, touching, or smelling an object. Voice technologies further limit the users’ senses; besides, consumers are asked to make shopping decisions without browsing photos, videos, or any other animated content. Another celebrated feature of voice shopping is the ease of making low-involvement purchases. With a simple ‘yes’ and without providing additional information such as credit cards or address details, VAs can conveniently process orders.

On the negative side, an effortless decision-making process does not guarantee an optimal level of consumer satisfaction. Shopping-related VAs offer a limited set of items for each product category based on their understanding of the consumer and context. This simplified representation of the marketplace reduces consumers’ visibility of product alternatives and emphasizes the critical role of ranking algorithms. The algorithm that ranks the information represents a ‘black box’ for the VA user and the brand owner (Voosen, 2017, p.22). Furthermore, such visual limitations may increase brand polarization while enhancing the risk of the so-called ‘filter bubble’ or ‘echo-chamber’ effects (Colleoni et al., 2014, p.317).

The terms ‘voice commerce’ and ‘voice shopping’ refer to the transactional act of placing an order directly or through marketplaces and to the technical capabilities and communication activities that allow users to search for a product, listen to reviews, add items to a list, purchase goods or services, track the order, access customer service, etc. (Mari & Algesheimer, 2021b). The number of consumers who have completed at least one purchase through a smart speaker widely varies among product categories. A report suggests that 21% of U.S. smart speaker owners have purchased
entertainment such as music or movies, 8% household items, and 7% electronic devices (eMarketer, 2019). Moreover, the exponential growth of app marketplaces with over 100,000 voice ‘skills’ available on the Alexa Skills Store, and 10,000 ‘actions’ on Google Home, provides infinite interaction opportunities between brands and consumers (Sterne, 2017).

In this context, managers came to realize that VAs already possess the technical capabilities to ‘lead’ the interaction with consumers, from activating passive users to automating product purchases.

Methodology

This interpretative study uses one-to-one in-depth interviews to capture the experiences, feelings, perceptions, and knowledge of AI-aware corporate executives and international consultants. To favor the process of data collection standardization and maximize reliability, validity and generalization, interviews were semi-structured. A total of 31 elite informants participated in the study in December 2018 (Solarino & Aguinis, 2020). During the interview process, theoretical perspectives were not employed to facilitate the emergence of insights (Avis, 2003). Interviews were audio-taped and transcriptions analyzed adopting an inductive line-by-line coding approach following grounded theorizing. This method was chosen as it employs inductive theory building with explicit use of coding procedures (e.g., Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Following a constant comparative data analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), levels of abstraction were generated directly from the data and refined through additional data until key themes reaching saturation. Using NVivo 12 for Mac, codes were grouped into themes and then re-evaluated to ensure that they reflect data extracts. Through conceptualization, relationships among categories and sub-categories were established.

Findings and discussion

The following paragraphs describe the emerging conceptual nodes. First, an overview of the dual media role of VAs – agentic and mediator – is provided. Second, the anticipated negative effects for consumer brands coming from the diffusion of VAs are discussed.

The Agentic Role of Voice Assistants

VAs are perceived by managers to have an agentic role as they attempt to predict which items a target user likes based on expressed preferences or implicit behaviors (Shen, 2014). The informant, Jim Sterne, Emeritus Director of the Digital Analytics Association (DAA), explains:

*There is a brand of soap that my wife loves. One day Alexa says, ‘Hey, you buy this all the time, why don’t you subscribe?’ Now, we have a subscription to soap, and every six months we get a bunch. If we have more than we need, we adjust the delivery frequency. This product automatically shows up, and we are definitely going to buy the same brand. We are locked in.*
According to the finding, this form of recommendation system may replace traditional decision-making when consumers feel time constraints or recognize the referrer as a particularly knowledgeable source (Olshavsky & Granbois, 1979). Throughout the collection of significant volumes of personal and behavioral information, VAs can push users to automate repurchase, for instance, via ‘subscribe & save’ promotional activities, which are increasingly popular on e-commerce websites. According to André et al. (2018), this power of attorney toward VAs comes at the expense of higher-order psychological processes such as emotions and moral judgments. In the context of purchase automation, consumers might have aspirational preferences that differ from the preferences suggested by their past behavior. These meta preferences, also called preferences over preferences (Jeffrey, 1974), are apparent in the case of an environmentally aware person who wants to use less bottled water but is regularly reminded to buy plastic bottles. The inherent tension between the actual-self and the ideal-self represents a boundary for those consumers who follow VAs’ suggestions to automate repurchases.

The Mediator Role of Voice Assistants

Due to its central role in a complex business network, VAs do not consider users as the only stakeholders benefiting from the recommended outcome. The strategic goals of the retailer, merchant, advertiser, and VA itself may differ from those of end-users. As such, the user is not the sole focus of a VA recommendation. For instance, a VA might recommend a private label over a consumer brand following the retailer’s objective to swiftly grow its shares in a specific product category. Thus, the interests of several parties must coexist (Abdollahpour et al., 2020).

Informants believe that VAs are increasingly mediating consumer interactions with the market with an effect on the path to purchase dynamics. While functioning as a salesperson, VAs are redefining relationships among consumers, brands, and retailers.

Also, due to the high media speculation of the negative impact that shopping-related VAs have on brands, managers feel threatened by the bargaining power shifting in favor of VA manufacturers (Dawar & Bendle, 2018). In the case of Amazon Alexa, the VA manufacturer is also the retailer behind the most advanced voice shopping functionality, accounting for nearly 45% of the total U.S. retail e-commerce (eMarketer, 2019).

Consequences of the Diffusion of Voice Commerce on Brands

Findings show six main areas of concern in informants connected to the rise of voice shopping. Tab.1 summarizes the propositions, offers a general statement and provides evidence with an exemplary quote from the conducted interviews.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>General statement</th>
<th>Exemplary quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reduced brand visibility           | Brands will have reduced visibility on voice assistants compared to other touchpoints. | “During a product search, by the time you get to the third item, you have forgotten what the first was and what the price of the second one was. You’ve done beyond the third results”.
Dr. A. K. Pradeep, CEO at MachineVantage |
| Rising private label strength      | Alexa will disproportionately place its private labels while penalizing other consumer brands. | “If I ask Alexa to send me twenty AA batteries, I will probably get Amazon’s branded batteries. However, if I explicitly ask for Duracell, I receive my preferred brand, provided it is available on the platform. Thus, companies have to invest in branding even more than they did before so that consumers asked for a product by the name”.
Jim Sterne, Emeritus Director of the Digital Analytics Association |
| Increasing cost of paid media      | The cost of advertising on voice assistants will be higher than web-based advertising because of the limited space available for sponsored messages (paid recommendations). | “Voice commerce brings up a “real estate” problem. While I can display several ads on the same Google Search results page, I don’t have the same ad space on smart speakers. Thus, I expect the cost of voice ads to be more than two times higher than regular search ads. Am I able to justify this cost increase?”
Maurizio Miggiano, Head of Digital at Generali |
| Reduced access to consumer data    | Brands will not have access to consumer insights related to shopper’s behavior and interest as this information will not be shared by the voice assistant’s manufacturer. | “Amazon observes every consumer’s step and uses this information to customize campaigns. My problem is not necessarily to pay Alexa or similar platforms to reach my consumers but that I do not have individual-level data needed to develop the relationship with consumers further”.
Lorenzo Farronato - VP Marketing Communications at Swarovski |
| Universality of the impact across categories | Low involvement product categories will not be the only ones affected by the voice assistant’s diffusion. | “It doesn’t matter whether you are selling gold jewellery or a Rolls-Royce. Alexa does commoditize entire product categories, all the way from diamonds to detergents. Your brand has become a commodity fighting for air space”.
Dr. A. K. Pradeep, CEO at MachineVantage |
| Increasing competition due to constant recommendation assessment | Voice assistants will ongoingly re-evaluate the consumer’s product choice and suggest better alternatives. In doing so, brands are required to justify their positions constantly. | “When consumers will ask Alexa to repurchase a preferred brand of whisky, for instance, the voice assistant will answer “I have discovered a new brand of whisky which is proven to be healthier, cheaper and appreciated by other users. Would you like to try it?”. In this context, brands will constantly need to justify their leadership position in the consumer’s shopping cart”.
Cosimo Accoto, Research Affiliate at MIT |

Table 1. Effect of the diffusion of voice commerce on brand dynamics
Although all six anticipated consequences for brands have been consistently mentioned by the informants, three of them seem to have a high business impact for top management. Thus, the potential reduction of brand visibility via organic search results, rise of retailers’ private labels, and increase in media spending are discussed in detail.

Search algorithms represent the gatekeeper for modern companies and retailers. As reported by informants, compared to display-enabled devices, the optimization of voice search results on VAs presents three structural challenges due to the nature of consumer interactions and information framing. First, during voice shopping users can review one to three options before they start forgetting information such as price or quantity of the mentioned products. Reduced attention span and short-term memory can negatively influence the satisfaction toward this shopping system, especially when the user is required to search for products in an explorative way extensively. Second, VAs deliver search results to users in the form of recommendations. The assistive nature of the interaction with VAs implies a delegation of responsibility, at least in the absence of explicit requests by the user. Whenever a user directly asks for a specific brand or product, VAs respond with the closest option available to them. However, when shopping for items without specifying a brand, VAs are more likely to recommend their private labels, if available. In the case of Alexa, when a brand name is not proactively mentioned by the user, the private label, under the name of Amazon’s Choice, appears as the first recommendation in over 50% of instances (Cheris et al., 2017). Third, the search engine results continuously adapt to the user’s purchase history and the evolving understanding that VA acquires about its interlocutor. However, after a user has purchased a product, for example, Nespresso coffee capsules, the subsequent suggestions for coffee start from the same manufacturer. As such, this dynamic might reduce variety seeking in shoppers.

Private label development is seen as particularly dangerous by national brands (see Quelch & Harding, 1996). In utilitarian product categories characterized by low purchase involvement, the parallel expansion of private labels and VAs represent a risk for category ‘commoditization’ (Sterne, 2017). An emblematic example of this process comes from the battery business. A few years after its launch in 2009, Amazon’s private label ‘AmazonBasics’ accounts for 31% of the overall battery sales online by large margins from national brands such as Duracell (21%) and Energizer (12%) (Neff, 2016). With Amazon’s private label portfolio growing to 135 brands and more than 330 Amazon exclusive brands, similar trends gradually become visible in a variety of product categories such as skincare, home improvement tools, and golf equipment. The limited ‘shelf space’ available to merchants on in-home smart devices strengthens the private brands’ position. According to Cheris et al. (2017), for categories in which Amazon offers private-label products, Alexa recommends the private-label products 17% of the time, although these products represent only about 2% of the total volume sold. Amazon’s biased placement on VAs of its private labels against national brands challenges the traditional retail marketing practice that expects a distribution of a given brand, ‘share of shelf,’ proportional to its ‘market share.’ Furthermore, consumers can decide to automate fully (e.g., subscription) or semi-automate
Advertising represented for decades the primary tool to generate brand awareness, improving both recall and recognition. With the rise of the Internet, the concept of advertising transmuted to search engines where advertisers buy promotional spaces in response to a set of keywords searched by the user. Within digital advertising, ‘search advertising’ represents the most successful format, accounting for 45% of the total spending (IAB & PWC, 2018). Advertisers face an overall cost increase of search ads with a particular impact on highly competitive consumer products. For instance, the cost per click on the search term ‘laundry detergent liquid’ reached $17 on Amazon in a given period (Cheris et al., 2017). Search advertising in the form of voice has a paramount role in voice commerce marketing. Although brands are generally positive toward this new form of investment, the peculiarities of the voice channel induce concerns. Compared to web browser navigation, where search engines can display ten results per page and up to five advertisements, VAs can only suggest a few results with limited space for sponsored messages. This scarcity of space might increase competition among advertisers with a consequent rise in advertising costs.

Managerial Implications and Conclusions

As voice assistants become better at learning consumer preferences and habits, they introduce consumer biases and heuristics likely to affect marketing and e-commerce practices. The exponential development of these AI-enabled devices is altering shopping behavior and posing new challenges and opportunities for managers. Key informants predict that VAs will assume a central relational role in the consumer market and progressively mediate market interactions. Simultaneously, they expect VA’s intrinsic social nature to increasingly influence consumer decision-making while the relationship with this new media shifts to steadfast dependency. These fast-changing market dynamics within the context of voice shopping may have a severe impact on consumer brands. Loss of brand visibility, the increased relevance of retailers’ private labels, and the growth in advertising costs are the three main anticipated consequences for brands among the six identified in our study. In light of these potential dynamics, managers need to explore the challenges and opportunities posed by voice technologies and prepare to respond to this disruption in the media ecosystem. Future research may employ an ecosystem perspective to study more closely the adoption of AI-based VAs by companies as well as the interplay between machine, brand, and consumer behavior (Rahwan et al., 2019). Furthermore, media management and innovation experts are encouraged to explore how the introduction of VAs may alter the media landscape and impact the management and digital transformation of legacy media organizations.
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